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Abstract—Containerization and orchestration have become two
key requirements in software development best practices. Con-
tainerization allows for better resource utilization, platform-
independent development, and secure deployment of software.
Orchestration automates the deployment, networking, scaling, and
availability of containerized workloads and services. While con-
tainerization is increasingly being adopted in the robotic commu-
nity, the use of task orchestration platforms (e.g., Kubernetes) is
still an open challenge. The biggest limitation is due to the fact
that state-of-the-art orchestrators do not support real-time (RT)
containers, while advanced robotic software often consists of a mix
of heterogeneous tasks (i.e., ROS nodes) with different levels of
temporal constraints (i.e., mixed-criticality systems). This work
addresses this challenge by presenting RT-Kube, a platform that ex-
tends the de-facto reference standard for container orchestration,
Kubernetes, to schedule tasks with mixed-criticality requirements.
It implements monitoring of tasks and detects missed deadlines
for those with RT constraints. It selects low-priority tasks to be
migrated at runtime to different units of the computing cluster
to free resources and recover from temporal violations. We present
quantitative experimental results on the software implementing the
mission of a Robotnik RB-Kairos mobile robot to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. The source code is publicly
available on GitHub.

Index Terms—Autonomous mobile robots, containers, edge
cloud, Kubernetes, mixed-criticality systems (MCSs), orche-
stration, real time (RT).

I. INTRODUCTION

ENSURING the correctness of robotic software is crucial,
especially considering the involvement of robots in safety-

critical tasks [1]. In addition to functional requirements, these
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standards encompass various nonfunctional constraints, such as
real time (RT), quality of service (QoS), reliability, scalability,
and energy efficiency [2]. Meeting these constraints requires
configuring robotic application software to operate effectively
across diverse computing architectures, including edge-cloud
computing clusters [3].

In this context, containerization has emerged as a viable
solution [4]. It offers advantages, such as improved resource
utilization, platform-independent development, and secure soft-
ware deployment. However, as software for autonomous and
intelligent robots becomes more complex, traditional container-
ization approaches may no longer suffice as they lack the means
to scale to the more complex computing architectures. To address
this complexity, it becomes necessary to partition services and
tasks into distinct containers. This approach helps manage the
increasing size of container images, adapt container mapping to
different cluster nodes, and enhance system resilience against
node failures [5].

Within the context of multicontainer deployments, a signifi-
cant challenge is ensuring continuous robot functionality even
in the face of disruptions. As a result, many robotics companies
are exploring platforms like Kubernetes, which is the de-facto
standard for container orchestration, for automatic software
deployment to address this issue [6], [7].

However, there is also a growing need for software standards
that support mixed-criticality applications, which can be found
in various domains, such as industrial automation [8], automo-
tive [9], and avionics [10]. A mixed-criticality system (MCS)
combines software components (e.g., ROS nodes) with different
levels of criticality within a shared computing platform [11].
One of the primary research challenges in MCSs is ensuring
the correct execution of high-criticality tasks while sharing
computing resources with lower- or noncritical tasks [12] in a
user-transparent manner.1 Within this context, the introduction
of software components and layers through containerization
can complicate meeting RT requirements [13]. Although some
research efforts have explored integrating RT properties into
container-based virtualization [14], [15], [16], [17], supporting

1For the sake of clarity, we will refer to ROS nodes as “software tasks”
(or simply “tasks”), and real-time ROS nodes as “RT tasks.” We will use
“computing nodes” or “nodes” to refer to the physical devices within the
edge-cloud computing cluster.
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Fig. 1. RB-Kairos compute architecture.

tasks with mixed-criticality requirements remains an open chal-
lenge.

Another emerging challenge for MCSs is integrating RT
containers with orchestration. Orchestration has demonstrated
its effectiveness in automating the deployment, networking,
scaling, and availability of containerized workloads and services
in cloud-native applications [18]. Nevertheless, current state-of-
the-art orchestrators do not yet support mixed-criticality con-
tainers, limiting their widespread adoption for robotic software.

Our work addresses the challenges posed by software con-
tainerization and orchestration in the context of autonomous
mobile robots with mixed-criticality tasks deployed across an
edge-cloud computing architecture (see Fig. 1). Our prior effort
in [19] presented an analysis where we verified, theoretically and
through a large set of experimental results, whether the overhead
introduced by containerization can influence RT tasks. This work
extends and completes such preliminary analysis by present-
ing RT-Kube, an ROS and Kubernetes compliant orchestration
platform for MCS. RT-Kube includes a new RT scheduler that
does not require modifications to the Kubernetes source code.
It also incorporates a monitoring plugin consisting of multiple
software layers designed to detect worst-case execution time
(WCET) overruns, temporal violations, and missed deadlines
for RT tasks.

Furthermore, RT-Kube implements a customizable algorithm
for selecting eviction victims (lower-priority ROS tasks) and
migrating them in RT to different computing nodes within the
cluster, thereby freeing up resources when too many temporal
violations occur. Building on our preliminary work, RT-Kube
can be deployed in various environments without the need for
custom-compiled executables. This includes provisioned en-
vironments, which are commonly encountered in cloud-based
computing (i.e., automatically managed and installed from offi-
cial sources). The main novel contributions of this work are as
follows.

1) An orchestration platform for MCS, that extends the stan-
dard Kubernetes scheduling with container sorting, node
filtering, scoring, and container-node binding through
criticality-aware algorithms and policies.

2) A monitoring mechanism that checks the status of each RT
container across the edge-cloud platform and efficiently

notifies violations of temporal constraints (e.g., missed
deadlines).

3) An RT scheduler that implements runtime migration of
state-less RT containers across the cluster nodes to avoid
system performance degradation.

4) RT-Kube, which is released as an ROS-compliant Kuber-
netes plugin that extends the standard release with the
RT support (available at https://github.com/UNIVR-RT-
Kube).

The rest of this article is organized as follows. It first presents
a performance model and the corresponding experimental re-
sults to measure the upperbound latency spikes introduced by
RT-Kube. It presents a quantitative analysis of the orchestrator
efficiency, by applying RT-Kube to orchestrate containerized
mixed-criticality software benchmarks. It evaluates a real case
study implementing the mission of a Robotnik RB-Kairos mo-
bile robot for navigation and transportation of goods. Section II
presents the background necessary to easily understand the
solution, while Section III presents the related works. Section IV
describes RT-Kube, while Section V presents the experimental
results. Finally, Section VI concludes this article.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides background information on various
topics related to RT software, Linux scheduling, and container
orchestration.

A. Real-Time Software

RT software applications are often crucial for mission-critical
tasks, and their timing requirements must be precise and reliable.
These applications can have varying degrees of requirements on
their timing, typically falling into two categories: 1) soft real
time and 2) hard real time.

In the case of a soft RT application, consider a scenario like
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) software. This
software periodically processes sensor data to create a map.
While it is essential that this computation is timely, some degree
of delay may be tolerable. In this context, a delayed result could
lead to a temporarily less accurate map, which might result in
navigation errors. However, such errors are acceptable as long
as they are within certain limits.

In contrast, a hard RT application has no tolerance for delayed
results. For example, in an antilock braking system in cars, any
delay in applying the braking correction can be detrimental. A
late correction could adversely affect the handling of the car,
rather than improving it. In such cases, a task is considered late
if it surpasses its deadline, which represents the absolute time
by which its execution must be completed.

Both hard and soft RT tasks typically consist of repetitive com-
putation phases that are triggered periodically or sporadically. In
periodic tasks, these computation phases are activated at fixed
and regular intervals. Conversely, sporadic tasks are activated
with a minimum time interval between each activation, but the
actual intervals may vary, allowing for more flexibility in their
timing.

https://github.com/UNIVR-RT-Kube
https://github.com/UNIVR-RT-Kube
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During execution, tasks can vary in the amount of time they
take to complete, but this variation must have an upper limit. This
upper limit is known as the WCET, which represents the maxi-
mum amount of time a task can take to finish under any possible
system condition. These conditions are influenced by the state
of the system, including factors, such as resource availability
(e.g., CPU, memory, network) and resource characteristics (e.g.,
CPU/memory clock frequency, network bandwidth).

A RT task is defined as follows:

RT_task = (P, D, WCET) (1)

where P represents the task’s period, indicating how often new
instances of the task arrive.D is the deadline, specifying the time
by which the task must be completed. WCET is the worst-case
execution time. These times need to abide the following:

WCET ≤ D ≤ P. (2)

Determining deadlines and periods is a crucial aspect of
system design and involves specifying system requirements
and task characteristics during the design phase. Estimating
the WCET is accomplished through various techniques. These
methods include static analysis, where the code is carefully
examined to identify the longest possible execution path, and
measurement-based approaches, where RT tasks are executed
on the target platform to measure their actual execution times.
There are advanced tools available for conducting this static
analysis, which are considered state of the art in the field.

B. Linux Scheduling

The Linux kernel has several scheduling policies avail-
able, some for RT tasks and other for standard processes.
RT sporadic and periodic tasks can be scheduled using the
SCHED_DEADLINE policy. This policy is an implementation
of the earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling algorithm, aug-
mented with a constant bandwidth server to allow for better
timing control (see [20] to dive deeper into the topic).

The SCHED_DEADLINE policy requires an admission test
to check if there is room to guarantee the task WCET within
the deadline, every period. This means that the task (tnew) has
to pass the multiprocessor global EDF task admission test to be
placed in the scheduling pool of RT tasks

RT ∪ {tnew}∑
i

WCETi

Pi
≤ M ∗ sched_rt_runtime_us

sched_rt_period_us
(3)

where RT is the set of running RT tasks, WCETi and Pi are the
WCET and period of the tasks, respectively, M is the number of
CPU cores, and sched_rt_runtime_us/sched_rt_period_us rep-
resents the maximum allowed utilization of the CPU for RT tasks
(user-defined Linux kernel variable equal to 95% by default).2

2In (3), runtime is used instead of WCET due to Linux documentation
terminology.

C. Container Orchestration

Kubernetes is an open-source container orchestration plat-
form that simplifies the management of containerized applica-
tions. It works by coordinating and distributing workloads across
a cluster of devices, i.e., the computing nodes, ensuring efficient
resource utilization and high availability.

The standard Kubernetes architecture is composed of a single
master and one kubelet unit per cluster node. Each kubelet
contains one or more containers of ROS tasks. The master
serves as the central control plane, overseeing the state of the
cluster through a controller manager, a database of the cluster
information (ETCD), and a scheduler unit. The scheduler man-
ages the container deployments across the cluster nodes. The
functional units (i.e., master and kubelets) communicate through
the HTTP REST protocol. The master manages the kubelets
requests through an API server [21].

III. RELATED WORK

Container-based edge-fog-cloud systems have been investi-
gated in several works (e.g., [22], [23], [24], [25]). The ex-
perimental findings demonstrate that the edge-cloud computing
continuum and container-based virtualization, when combined
together, improve scalability, resource usage, and performance.
Containers have minimal to no performance overhead, but
caution is required when many containers access the same
shared resources [26]. Recently, various architectures for cyber-
physical systems (CPSs) based on containers (e.g., Docker)
and using ROS as middleware have been investigated [27].
These works have shown the potential to improve informa-
tion flow among various network levels and increase software
modularity.

Containerization combined with orchestration has been inves-
tigated in fog and edge computing [28], [29], [30], [31]. Different
strategies of microservice deployment can be adopted to improve
the performance, energy efficiency, and carbon footprint ([28],
[32]), as well as the QoS ([29], [31]).

Several research works have been done to improve the perfor-
mance of robotic applications. In this direction, SeART [33] is a
framework that can intelligently schedule RT tasks by taking into
account the current context to activate the minimum-cost tasks.
Other RT robotic applications also show the need for improving
performance to guarantee RT constraints [34]. The issues tied to
containerization in a fog-based system for robotic applications
have also been explored. In [6], the authors highlight the lack
of fog-based frameworks to satisfy the RT demands of robotic
applications.

Containers with RT constraints (i.e., RT containers) have
been the focus of several recent studies due to the increasing
adoption of container-based virtualization. The review in [35]
explores existing solutions that guarantee RT constraints when
working with containerized applications. The authors underline
the lack of tools for RT container management and analysis
on communication between RT containers. Legacy applications
with RT constraints have been successfully emulated using
containers [13] and the performance overhead is low enough
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to run containerized RT applications for industrial automation
applications [8]. RT technologies (RT OS ResinOs, Ubuntu
Core, Co-kernel Xenomai 3, and Ubuntu with Preempt_rt soft-
ware patch) have been tested together with containerization
to demonstrate that container isolation is a new, competitive
paradigm that allows for better resource usage when com-
bined with RT [36]. The Linux scheduler SCHED_DEADLINE
was compared to the cgroups policy (i.e., the main technol-
ogy used to enable containers) to analyze which technology
better handles RT application resources [16]. The scheduler
is consistently more reliable and achieves better results than
cgroups. This is also true in resource-constrained situations
caused by high system load. Extensions of the Linux kernel
have been proposed to improve the efficiency of RT scheduling
of cgroups [15]. The same authors also proposed a modi-
fication of the Kubernetes source code to include some RT
constraints [37].

High-performance computing (HPC) makes wide use of con-
tainers. A framework has been proposed to efficiently schedule
RT containers in many-CPU systems [38], but additional re-
search is needed to determine the effects of the operating system
and I/O on deadlines. The feasibility of migrating RT applica-
tions from bare-metal servers to virtualized IaaS configurations
for Industry 4.0 has also been explored [17].

A framework for applications in MCSs has been proposed
in [14] to reduce interference between tasks when an application
exceeds its WCET. The framework shows low efficiency due to
the adopted static priority scheduler and it supports only one
computing node. In subsequent work [39], it has been extended
to use dynamic priority scheduling with a bandwidth server to
improve performance.

To fulfill the need of safety-critical RT systems and stream-
line the certification process, the authors in [40] examined the
benefits of utilizing both SGX isolation and unikernel features.
Another proposed framework for RT orchestration introduces
extensive modifications of the Kubernetes code-base and uses a
unique patch for the Linux kernel to deploy best-effort and RT
tasks [41].

Several works [42], [43], [44] show how, in edge-cloud com-
puting architectures, live container migration can improve per-
formance when resource usage can be monitored and utilization
spikes mitigated by migrating services to a different computing
node.

Unlike previous research, such as [37] and [41], this work
proposes a platform for container orchestration onto edge-cloud
architectures for MCSs based on off-the-shelf technologies (i.e.,
Linux OS + Preempt-RT, Kubernetes-K3S). The platform is
ROS- and Kubernetes-compliant and does not require any cus-
tom software patch to be used; thus, it is supported in provisioned
installation of Kubernetes, as well as normal environments. It
supports per-node WCET, different levels of criticality (e.g., A,
B, and C for RT containers), RT monitoring of all resources
and overrun deadlines, and stateless migration of ROS tasks
based on customizable policies. This framework allows to better
meet the functional and extra-functional constraints of advanced
multidomain software which are typical of autonomous mobile
robots.

IV. RT-KUBE PLATFORM

The standard Kubernetes architecture does not support any
notion of RT containers, as it does not have the data structures
or the modules required to handle the additional requirements of
such containerized RT tasks. This means that these RT tasks will
be treated equally, even though their requirements are different.

Fig. 2 presents an overview of the proposed extended architec-
ture. RT-Kube evolves the standard platform with the following
components (highlighted in bold in Fig. 2).

1) Custom Resource Definition Module for RT Containers
(RT CRD). It allows for the specification of RT parameters,
such as deadline, period, WCET, and criticality level of
containers (Section IV-A).

2) Secondary RT Scheduler. It implements a scheduler with
RT plugins that uses the additional data (RT CRD) to
perform the schedulability test of RT containers (Sec-
tion IV-B).

3) Container-Level and Cluster-Level Monitors of RT Tasks.
These implement the monitoring of RT containers at two
levels. At the container-level, the monitors collect infor-
mation at runtime about temporal violations (i.e., overrun
WCET and missed deadlines). At the cluster-level, one
main monitor combines such information to the cluster
status to implement container migration and recover from
temporal violations (Section IV-C).

We implemented the nonisolation of containers to support
communication among containerized ROS tasks. In standard
ROS environments, nodes communicate through IP addresses
and port numbers, where the IP corresponds to the device IP
in the network and ports are assigned randomly. This allows
communication and synchronization of ROS tasks to be easily
implemented also when they are distributed on different devices
of the computing cluster. In contrast, standard containers require
the association to private (isolated) subnet IPs [45]. To tackle
such a communication issue among containerized ROS tasks
distributed across different cluster devices, the proposed solution
implements the nonisolation of containers. All containers are
launched with access to the networking interfaces of the host
(through the option “hostNetwork: true” under Kubernetes).
This eliminates any network overhead introduced by the contain-
ers [46]. It also removes the network address translation (NAT),
which is not required in our target applications.

A. CRD Module for RT Containers

In standard orchestration platforms, the user provides a set of
specifications for each container (e.g., memory, CPU, storage
requirements). To schedule RT-containers, we consider four ad-
ditional specifications: 1) criticality level, 2) deadline, 3) period,
and 4) the WCET of the corresponding containerized RT task.
The platform takes advantage of this information to calculate the
utilization of all containers in each node, and assesses the impact
of a new RT container deployment on the system performance.

Fig. 3 shows an example of CRD module (lines 1–13) with
the extended specifications for the deployment of the Kubernetes
nginx use case [47]. The first 13 lines create the CRD object
“example-realtime-data,” where lines 6 to 13 contain
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Fig. 2. RT-Kube overview.

the RT CRD with the four additional values. Criticality (A,
B, C, and D) is used for the new sort and score phases, as
well as in the monitoring (see Fig. 4 and Section IV-C). We
borrowed such a criticality classification from the automotive
safety integrity levels (ASIL) standard, with C being the highest
the platform supports as of now. Note that it would be possible to
support ASIL-D tasks, but it would require a compute platform
that honors ASIL-D requirements as well. Further, criticality
standards from other domains could also be adopted in a similar
way.

The platform uses the deadline, period, and WCET in-
formation for the sorting, filtering, and scoring phases (see
Section IV-B).

The CRD object is linked to the deployment object (Kind
fields, lines 2 and 16) through a label that matches the RT
specification at lines 4 and 30. These labels are compared at
scheduling time for each deployment to find the matching RT
CRD.

B. Secondary RT Scheduler

Fig. 4 shows an overview of the secondary RT-scheduler. The
orchestration begins with the queue of containers (i.e., standard
and RT), and the list of nodes representing the compute platforms
(i.e., the cluster of computing devices).

We assume that each RT ROS task is mapped to one RT-
container. Our evaluation shows that this one-to-one configu-
ration, when compared to other solutions, is the most flexible
as it incurs negligible overhead, and it experiences minimal
performance penalties for RT tasks (see Section V-A). The
scheduler implements the following four steps. First, sorting of
containers using a hierarchical scheduling policy to generate a
priority queue ordered by criticality. Then, for each container in
the queue, the filtering phase selects the nodes of the cluster that
satisfy the container specifications (Section IV-B1). The scoring
phase creates a node ranking by considering user-defined poli-
cies, and schedules the container on the highest ranking node

(Section IV-B2). Finally, the binding phase maps the container
to the cluster node by allocating resources on the identified node
for the container. To deploy RT-containers, the platform relies on
the taint and tolerations features of Kubernetes [47] to identify
which nodes of the cluster run an RT operating system (Fig. 3,
line 38). Nodes with no RT operating system or RT capabilities
are automatically excluded from the pool of schedulable nodes
for RT tasks.

1) Filtering of Nodes: The platform applies (3) extended to
the containerized version of tasks to implement the container
admission test. Algorithm 1 depicts the filtering phase, which
relies on such a container admission test. The algorithm takes as
input the list of nodes N of the cluster, and the container of task
tnew that has to be scheduled, x. For each node of the cluster
(line 3), the algorithm considers all the containers currently
running (i.e., already deployed) in the node and sums up the
utilization of each container (line 4). The result (currentUTn)
represents the left-hand side of (3) extended to containers. The
algorithm calculates the projected total utilization of the node
(newUTn) by considering the additional resources of container
x under deployment (line 5). If the resulting projected utilization
is greater than the threshold n.thresholdUT [which represents
the right-hand side of (3) extended for containers], the algorithm
filters the current node from the pool of schedulable nodes. The
algorithm also uses an XOR operator (line 8) to check whether
both the node and task criticality are C. If only one of the two
is C, the node n is marked as not schedulable.3

2) Scoring of Nodes: To implement the scoring phase, the
platform relies on the following equation to obtain a normalized
ranking (nRank) for each node:

∀n ∈ N : nRank =

⎧⎨
⎩
1− n.thresholdUT−newUTn

n.thresholdUT if crit. = A

n.thresholdUT−newUTn

n.thresholdUT if crit. = C

(4)

3In the Kubernetes terminology, a nonschedulable node is a cluster node that
does not satisfy the requirements of the container that has to be scheduled.
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Fig. 3. Example of RT CRD (lines 1-13) and the corresponding Kubernetes
configuration module for the container deployment configured with the real-time
parameters.

Algorithm 1: Real-Time Filtering Extension for the Kuber-
netes Scheduler.

where n.thresholdUT represents the threshold RT utilization
(M∗sched_rt_runtime_us/sched_rt_period_us), and newUTn

represents the projected RT utilization after the deployment of
x in n.

With a normalized utilization value [0,1] for each node, inde-
pendent of the total runtime and CPU cores available on the node,
the platform applies a custom policy for scoring based on the

Fig. 4. Secondary RT-scheduler.

value of the criticality field in the RT specification extension (see
Algorithm 2). If a task has a criticality level of A, the algorithm
assigns the task to the node with the highest RT load (i.e., the
node with the highest normalized utilization), line 3. In contrast,
for level C, the algorithm gives the highest rank to the node with
the lowest normalized utilization (line 11). For the criticality
level B (line 5), the algorithm maps the utilization to a function
that gives the highest rank to the nodes with a utilization level
closest to 1/K, as follows:

∀n ∈ N : nRank

=

⎧⎨
⎩
h
(

n.thresholdUT−newUTn

n.thresholdUT

)
n.thresholdUT−newUTn

n.thresholdUT ≤ 1
K

g
(

n.thresholdUT−newUTn

n.thresholdUT

)
otherwise.

(5)

Scoring with this function allows us to modify the deployment
behavior to best fit the needs and requirements of the tasks. For
example, we can make a criticality B task resemble the behavior
of a criticality A task with K → 1− and a linearly increasing
h(·), or closer to C with K → 0+ and a linearly decreasing
g(·). In our experiments, we applied (5) with K = 2, a linear
function h(·) = a(·) + b, and a quadratic function for g(·) =
a′(·)2 + b′(·) + c′. This allows us to linearly increase rank for
nodes that have newUTn lower than 1/2, but greater than 0, and
then a sharp decrease once that the threshold utilization value
is reached. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding mapping, whereby
the nodes with average RT load are classified as nodes with the
highest ranking.

C. Container-Level and Cluster-Level Monitoring of
RT-Containers

RT-Kube implements the monitoring of RT containers at two
levels. At container-level, one monitor per container collects
temporal information of the corresponding RT task and re-
ports, at runtime, any temporal violation (i.e., overrun WCET
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Fig. 5. Mapping results with (5) for the criticality level B with the coefficients
adopted in the experimental results (a = 1

5 , b = 9
10 , a′ = 5

3 , b′ = − 9
2 , c′ =

17
6 ).

Algorithm 2: Real-Time Scoring Extension for the Kuber-
netes Scheduler.

or missed deadline) to the cluster-level monitor. This last im-
plements the reconcile phase, which consists of checking the
temporal constraints (i.e., threshold of missed deadlines) and
eventually migrating containers to free resource and recover the
system. To guarantee portability, each container-level monitor
takes advantage of the SIGXCPU signal [48] that any Linux
operating system can raise when a temporal violation occurs.
Once the monitor receives such a signal, it communicates the
updated counter of missed deadlines to the cluster-level monitor,
which in turn implements the corresponding orchestration coun-
termeasures. The injection of monitors in the SW application
does not require any modification to the source code. Fig. 6

Fig. 6. Sequence diagram of the whole dynamic SW orchestration, starting
from the container-level monitoring units.

depicts the sequence diagram of the whole SW orchestration,
starting from the container-level monitoring units. The figure
reports the components of the standard Kubernetes release and
the extension. The extension components are highlighted in bold.
To implement a continuous runtime monitoring while saving
computational resources, we implemented each container-level
monitor unit through two threads. The first receives the SIGX-
CPU signal and updates the counters for the missed deadlines.
The second communicates the RT container status (i.e., the
updated number of missed deadlines) to the API server periodi-
cally through the HTTP-REST protocol. The container status is
encoded into a Kubernetes compliant JSON object (see Fig. 7)
to guarantee modularity and scalability of the system. The API
server validates the object syntactically (validation request in
Fig. 6) and updates the RT container status in the ETCD database.
It then requests for the system-level check to the cluster-level
monitor (i.e., reconcile request).
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Fig. 7. Example of monitoring object created by the container-level monitor
of RT-tasks.

Fig. 8. RT-Kube architecture considered for the analysis and formalization of
the response time.

The cluster-level monitor implements the reconcile phase.
It collects the updated status of missed deadlines from each
container-level monitor of the cluster. The updated status con-
sists of the number of deadlines missed since the last update
and the total number of missed deadlines in the RT container
lifetime. If the number of missed deadlines, either in the period or
total, is higher than the user-defined threshold (obtained from the
centralized ETCD database), the cluster-level monitor selects a
container to be immediately evicted and killed. The choice relies
on the policy statically defined by the user. In our implementa-
tion, aside from RT containers with criticality C, any container
with a lower criticality than the one with temporal violations and
that has a stateless task can be selected. The cluster-level monitor
notifies the eviction target to the controller manager (initialize
eviction in Fig. 6), which implements the container eviction
and automatic redeployment as for the standard protocol of
Kubernetes’ controllers. The monitor also implements tainting
of the node that hosted the evicted container, which consists of
marking the node as not available to host new containers for a
period of time. This allows us to avoid immediate deployments
of new containers in the node where the missed deadlines were
observed. As a consequence, the evicted container is redeployed
on a different cluster node, thus implementing a de-facto state-
less migration.

D. Response Time and Predictability of the System Recovery
From Temporal Violations

We define response time (RT c
i ) of the system recovery from

temporal violations of the RT container c on the cluster node
i, as the time elapsed from the first deadline missed by c that
leads c to exceed the threshold of missed deadlines to a container
eviction on i. It is characterized by three components (see Fig. 8)

RT c
i ≤ 1

fc
+ HTTP_trans(JSONc) + Rec_phase (6)

where fc is the frequency the monitor in container c up-
dates the master with the total number of missed deadlines,
HTTP_trans(JSONc) is the time spent for transferring the JSON
object containing the counter information from node i to the
master; Rec_phase is the time spent by the master for the
reconcile phase.

Each cluster-level monitor updates the counter of missed
deadlines at every SIGXCPU signal locally, while it updates
the master periodically to save system resources. The period
between two counter updating defines the worst-case delay [i.e.,
first component of (6)].

We assume that the cluster-level monitor and the Kubernetes
master are hosted on the same cluster node. As a consequence,
we consider the communication latency between monitor and
master being negligible. In contrast, we consider the time spent
for transferring the updated data from the container-level moni-
tor to the master over the network. This latency strongly depends
on the static and dynamic characteristics of the communication
network (i.e., bandwidth, traffic, etc.). Predictable networks for
RT applications have been extensively studied in literature [49],
and could be considered to increase the predictability of such a
response time component. Nevertheless, we generalize the defi-
nition and consider HTTP_trans(JSONc) as the worst-case time
spent for transferring the JSON object containing the counter
information (e.g., ≈ 180 B in our case study) to the master over
HTTP.

The third component represents the time spent by the master
for the reconcile phase. The master accesses the ETCD database
for the semantic validation of the updating message (i.e., the
JSON object), the request for specifications of each container
(i.e., memory, CPU, storage requirements) and the additional
specifications for RT containers (i.e., CRD module with dead-
line, period, WCET, criticality). Using this information, the
master implements the victim selection and eviction through
a message (i.e., standard killing Kubernetes message) over the
network. We model the latency of the reconcile phase as follows:

Rec_phase ≤ 2 · n · tSPEC + nRT · tCRD

+ Eviction_phase

+ HTTP_trans(Kill) (7)

where n is the total number of containers, nRT is the number of
RT containers (nRT ≤ n), tSPEC and tCRD are the latencies spent
for retrieving the container and RT container specifications from
the database. HTTP_trans(Kill) represents the latency spent
for notifying a killing procedure by the master to the cluster
node operating system. For this component, the considerations
formulated before on the transfer time of a Kubernetes mes-
sage over HTTP apply. The time for the eviction phase strictly
depends on the complexity of the algorithm implementing the
victim selection. We implemented three policies with different
complexity. The first relies on an iterative linear search over the
list of containers deployed on node i to find the container with
the highest use of a single system resource (i.e., either CPU or
memory). It starts from the lowest priority class of containers
(i.e., nonreal-time) and, in case none of them is deployed in i, it
iterates on the lists of the higher priority containers.
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The second policy implements a similar search, by consider-
ing the combination of two system resources. Being based on
reordering and search phases, its complexity is linearithmic on
the number of containers (i.e., n · log(n), with n the number
of containers). The third policy considers intercontainer com-
munication dependencies and task semantic, and has quadratic
complexity (n2). We present a comparison among the three
policies in terms of response time in Section V-D.

V. RESULTS

We evaluated the RT-Kube efficiency on the software that
implements the mission of a Robotnik RB-Kairos, which is a
skid-steering mobile platform equipped with a Universal Robots
UR5 and a Schunk WSG50 gripper. The software is distributed
on computing cluster that consists of three nodes (see Fig. 1):
two on-board programmable devices, i.e., an NVIDIA Jetson
Xavier with the RT operating system (Linux kernel v.5.10,
and the preempt_rt patch) and a desktop with an i7 9700
locked at 3.0 GHz with 8 GB RAM and a standard nonreal-time
Linux-based operating system. The onboard nodes communicate
through a Gigabit Ethernet switch (802.3ab). The third node
consists of an off-board desktop with an octa-core CPU and
16 GB of RAM, with Linux kernel v.5.10, and the preempt_rt
patch. It communicates with the other (on-board) cluster nodes
through WiFi (802.11ac).

We first evaluated empirically the impact of containerization
on RT tasks in terms of WCET overruns and missed deadlines
(Section V-A). We then compared the efficiency of the proposed
Kubernetes extension to support RT-containers in terms of task
rejections and missed deadlines with a synthetic software bench-
mark (Section V-B) and with the real software implementing the
robot mission (Section V-C). Then, we analyzed the response
time of the system recovery from temporal violations achieved
by RT-Kube (Sections V-D and V-E).

A. Impact of Containerization on RT-Tasks

Workload Configuration: We evaluated the impact of con-
tainerization on RT tasks by using a large set of standard
software benchmarks for RT tasks. For brevity, we only report
the results obtained with the cyclicdeadline benchmark from
rt-tests [50] (the results with the other benchmarks show similar
behavior). The benchmark is configured to run with either 1,
2, 4, or 8 identical tasks, maximum utilization of 95% per
task, WCET of 3.8 ms, period of 4.0 ms, and deadline equal
to the period. Note that we set these parameters to experience
a full workload capacity on the system, which allows us to
assess the performance impact of containerization. We evaluated
three scenarios: 1) all RT tasks running natively on the edge
platform to establish a baseline performance metric; 2) all RT
tasks running in one container to analyze whether an application
composed of multiple RT tasks is affected by the overhead; 3)
all RT tasks running, where each RT task is mapped into its
own container to evaluate how the overhead of containerization
scales with multiple isolated tasks and if the overhead caused by
a high number of containers can interfere with RT deadlines. We
also run these three scenarios with additional tasks that overload

the system with memory accesses to assess the behavior of the
RT tasks under stress.

Key Results: Table I shows the average actual runtime among
n tasks, observed WCET among all the n tasks, total WCET
overruns, and total of missed deadlines for all n tasks. Columns
with “stress” identify those scenarios where the system was
overloaded with memory accesses.

Our results indicate that containerization does introduce over-
head on observed WCET, and that such an overhead is evident
only in the higher CPU-load configurations, i.e., four or more
tasks on the 8-core CPU. However, containerization does not
impact the average-case runtime of tasks with or without stress.
When compared to tasks running natively on the device, con-
tainerization impacts the WCET overruns and missed deadlines
only when the RT utilization is close to 100% (last two rows of
the table). This is due to the fact that when the task overruns the
deadline and all CPU cores are allocated to RT tasks, the system
cannot remap the task to a different available core. Interestingly,
the number of containers created to group the RT tasks does
not influence the observed WCET as, both when using one
container andn containers, the observed times are similar. This is
highlighted by the increased value of observed WCET (both with
or without stress) by around 9.5% when the tasks are grouped
into one container w.r.t. the native configuration, while the value
is comparable between 1 container and n containers with any
number of tasks. We observed the same behavior for the WCET
overruns and missed deadlines. The task WCET was overrun 28
times with eight tasks in one Docker container, and this led to 24
missed deadlines over 8 millions (i.e., 0.00035%). The values
do not increase by increasing the number of containers.

Summary: We noticed a negligible overhead when container-
izing applications in general. Only at maximum utilization (e.g.,
eight tasks over 8-CPU cores with 95% utilization) does the over-
head lead to missed deadlines. With appropriate provisioning,
we contend that containerization with the proposed off-the-shelf
technology can support RT applications. In our experimental
analysis, we obtained no missed deadlines for the containerized
configurations also with eight tasks by slightly relaxing the
deadline w.r.t. to the period (e.g., increasing the period from
4.0 to 4.5 ms, and the WCET from 3.8 to 4.3 ms, still with 95%
maximum utilization per task).

B. Benchmarking the Orchestration With RT Support

Orchestration Platform Configurations: We used the follow-
ing three configurations for the orchestration platform.

1) Native K3S-Standard: The standard Kubernetes configu-
ration for orchestration.

2) Native K3S-Best Configuration: The best configuration
for orchestration with the native Kubernetes scheduler.
We statically and manually assign an optimal task-to-node
orchestration solution.

3) RT-Kube: Our proposed orchestration platform with the
extended RT specifications and secondary RT scheduler.

Workload and Deployment Setups: The workload consists
of 73 tasks. 72 of them have been containerized into 72 RT-
containers. The remaining task has been containerized into a
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RT-TASKS RUNNING NATIVELY, CONTAINERIZED IN A SINGLE AND MULTIPLE DOCKER CONTAINERS

TABLE II
RT CONTAINERS DISTRIBUTION FOR THE RT ORCHESTRATION

non-RT container and implements stress activity through mem-
ory accesses on the platform.

All containers have one instance of “cyclicdeadline,” the
WCET has been set to 2.9 ms for all tasks, and the deadlines
at 24.2, 18.1, and 14.5 ms for levels A, B, and C, respectively.
The resulting RT utilizations are: 12% for A, 16% for B, and
20% for C. We tested two deployment setups, shown in Table
II. With these configurations and deployments, an improper
orchestration would result in higher than 100% RT utilization
on a single cluster node, and, thus, rejected tasks.

Key Results: Table III summarizes the workload and de-
ployment setup in the first three columns. The fourth column
shows the number of RT tasks that have been mapped into
the corresponding RT nodes by the orchestrator, but that have
been rejected by the Linux kernel admission test [see (3)].
The last column shows, for all criticality levels, the number of
missed deadlines. This column reports the deadlines missed by
the running tasks (not rejected) and the total missed deadlines
(those missed by the running + those missed because of the task
rejection).

We found that the orchestration of the standard Kubernetes
produces a task-to-node mapping that is inadequate for RT tasks.
This is underlined by the amount of RT tasks that, after mapping,
have been rejected by the Linux Kernel RT admission test and
by the number of missed deadlines w.r.t. the best (manually
configured) orchestration configuration.

Table IV reports the efficiency comparison between the pro-
posed solution when compared with the native Kubernetes, with
a dynamic workload. The benchmark implements a sequential
number of RT container deployments. We set up a first scenario

TABLE III
COMPARISON AMONG KUBERNETES STANDARD ORCHESTRATION, BEST

ORCHESTRATION, AND THE PROPOSED RT-KUBE

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR DYNAMIC ORCHESTRATION
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(first two rows of Table IV) in which 16 RT containers are de-
ployed and run correctly onto the cluster for 100% RT utilization.
In this context, there is CPU available for the (standard) orches-
trator, while the CPU is fully loaded for the RT admission test
[see (3)]. When a new RT container has to be deployed (instant
T0 + tα), the orchestrator of the native Kubernetes immediately
deploys the container on the cluster. This leads to an overload
of the cluster RT utilization (i.e., more than 100%) and, as a
consequence, to a failed admission test by the Linux kernel. This
failing deployment keeps getting restarted by Kubernetes. The
admission test succeeds and the container is deployed only when
RT resources of the same node become available and the new RT
utilization is within 100%. Nevertheless, if any other different
RT node becomes available, the issue persists as Kubernetes has
no way of knowing the cause of the failure. In contrast, with
the proposed solution, the new container remains pending at
orchestration level until any RT resources in the cluster become
available.

We set up a second scenario (last two rows of Table IV),
in which the first RT node has 100% utilization, with eight
containers, while the second RT node has 0% utilization. When a
new RT container has to be deployed, with the native Kubernetes,
there is only a 50% chance for the correct node to be picked,
as the orchestrator has no knowledge of the RT utilization. In
contrast, the proposed orchestration platform guarantees that the
correct node (one with 0% RT utilization) is always selected.

C. Orchestration With RT Support of the Robot’s Mission
Software

Software Configuration: The robot’s mission is implemented
through an SW application composed of 80 ROS tasks. It
performs pick and place operations, delivering goods from a
conveyor belt to a storage area and vice-versa. The most critical
part of the software is the driver controlling the arm operations.
This task needs to maintain a control loop that communicates
directly with the arm hardware at 120 Hz (8-ms deadline, 7.6-ms
WCET, 90% utilization). Exceeding the deadline and delaying
such a communication beyond a certain threshold causes the
arm to go into safe mode and halting operations. This translates
into a measured maximum lateness of 0.7 ms, after which the
connection is dropped.

Key Results: As expected, we found that, with the native
K3S orchestration, all tasks were mapped onto the three de-
vices randomly. This resulted in missed deadlines to exceed the
threshold and to the safety stop of the robot. We then evaluated
two alternative scenarios with the proposed RT orchestrator. The
first supports multiple criticality levels (i.e., non RT tasks with A,
B, and C RT tasks), while the second only supports non RT with
RT tasks (e.g., [37] and [41]). In the first solution, we classified
three tasks implementing the robot localization and mapping
(SLAM) as RT criticality B. Then, the arm driver as an RT task
with criticality C. We defined the edge server as an RT node for
criticalities A and B, while the on-board Jetson for criticality
C. In the second scenario, we classified the SLAM, as well as
the arm driver, as RT. Both are deployed on the RT-capable
Jetson onboard. In both scenarios the rest of the software was

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH THE RB-KAIROS

configured as non RT. These two test cases allow us to evaluate
the improvement for the automatic separation of different classes
of criticality as well as the benefits of RT orchestration.

Table V shows the results. Our solution based on multilevel
criticality (third row in the table) manages to take advantage of
criticality-aware load distribution, which allows the arm driver
to perform substantially better than native and other alternatives,
with lower observed WCET and reduced deadline misses. The
much less restrictive control loop of the SLAM nodes allows for
performance improvement in both solutions.

Summary: Unlike other alternatives, the proposed solution
did not suffer from any safety-related stop as the maximum
lateness bound was never exceeded. This is due to the isolation
of the highest criticality tasks from the lower criticality ones
implemented by the orchestrator. We also observed very dif-
ferent average runtime and WCET when comparing the native
Kubernetes approach and RT-Kube. With the native Kubernetes,
our case study caused an order of magnitude more missed dead-
lines w.r.t. RT-Kube, which make the native solution practically
unusable.

D. Analysis of Response Time for Container Migration

Software Configuration: We first measured the response time
of the system recovery from temporal violations implemented by
RT-Kube [(6) in Section IV-D] through a large set of benchmarks,
which consist of different numbers and distributions of non-
and RT-containers on the cluster. We deployed the container-
level monitors on each device of the cluster and, the cluster-level
monitor on the K3S master node (i.e., the external server). In
all tests, we set the updating frequency of the container-level
monitors to 10 Hz. We measured, on average, 53 ms as the time
elapsed from the missed deadline to the update instant [the first
component of (6)].

Network Impact: We analyzed the time taken to trans-
fer the updating messages from the container-level monitors
to the master across the Ethernet+WiFi network, with and
without network congestion. Without network congestion, we
measured an average latency of ≈3 ms for both transmis-
sions (HTTP_trans(JSONc) and HTTP_trans(Kill)). With a
congested network, we measured, on average, a communica-
tion latency of 9.9 ms for the two transmissions. We mea-
sured the worst-case transfer time to send each update mes-
sage to the server as 115.2 ms (i.e., HTTP_trans(JSONc)) and
84.99 ms to send theHTTP_trans(Kill)message to the node.
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TABLE VI
CLUSTER-LEVEL MONITOR RECONCILE RESPONSE TIMES FOR VARIOUS

COMBINATIONS OF RT SCHEDULING OBJECTS AND CONTAINERS

The congestion was obtained through 1 Gb/s of traffic from the
master to the container-level monitor, and vice versa (obtained
with the netcat and pv emulation software).

Key Results: Table VI reports the average time spent for the
reconcile phase in the tested configurations. The first column
indicates the total number of containers deployed in the cluster
node. The second column reports the distribution of standard
and RT containers. The last three columns report the time spent
in the reconcile phase with the linear, linearithmic, and quadratic
policies.

We found that the time required by the three policies is
comparable with a low number of containers deployed in the
cluster node (i.e., eight in our experimental setup). Linear and
linearithmic still achieve comparable performance for up to
16 containers. With more containers, the different impacts of
the three policies on the response time become evident. When
analyzing how each policy is affected by the number of standard
and RT container, we observed that, when moving from 1 to 32
standard containers, the latency of the reconcile phase increases
by 59.3%, 159.9%, and 325.1% with the linear, linearithmic, and
quadratic policies, respectively. When moving from 1 to 32 RT
containers, the time increases by 82.3%, 181.9%, and 344.5%.

Summary: In general, the response time with both linear and
linearithimc policies is less than 200 ms, in which, as expected,
there is a negligible contribution of the transfer latency. The
contribution of the monitor updating to the overall latency could
become negligible at higher updating frequencies. The trade-
off comes at the cost of more computational resources spent
on operations, particularly on the master node. The smarter
quadratic policy leads to a response time of around 750 ms.
In general, RT containers impact the reconcile time slightly
more than standard containers. Such an additional overhead is
negligible and becomes even less relevant as the complexity of
the algorithm grows. This is due to the fact that the overhead for
each container is constant.

E. Analysis of Response Time for System Recovery With the
Robot’s Mission Software

Software Configuration: We measured the response time of
the system recovery with the robot’s mission software. The 80

TABLE VII
CLUSTER-LEVEL MONITOR RESPONSE TIME ON THE AUTONOMOUS MOBILE

ROBOT CASE STUDY

ROS tasks implementing the robot’s mission were organized into
13 containers, for a total of 18 containers by including the RT
containers of the SLAM software and ARM drivers. The first two
columns of Table VII show the configuration and distribution.
We deployed all the non-RT containers on the robot’s on-board
i7 and all the RT containers on the on-board Jetson.

Key Results: Table VII shows the results. The fourth column
reports the average time and the last column reports the worst-
case time for each component, with the total time in the last
row. On average, the delay caused by the updating frequency
is 50 ms, the communication both ways takes ≈20 ms, and
the computation is ≈20 ms, with a total time of ≈90 ms. In
the worst-case scenario, communication consumes half of the
total response time, with one fourth being computation for the
reconcile phase. The last one fourth is the configurable updating
frequency, where the same considerations of Section V-D ap-
ply. Nonetheless, the observed worst-case response time, from
detecting a missed deadline to the Kubelet on the target node
receiving a command is below half a second (≈408 ms).

We also analyzed the CPU usage and the number of missed
deadlines through Prometheus and Grafana (i.e., two popu-
lar monitoring and visualizing tools for Kubernetes). Fig. 9
shows the collected data. To showcase the cluster-level monitor
eviction, we deployed an RT container with a CPU-intensive
task to stress the system, bypassing the schedulability check
on the Jetson and forcing the system into a particularly un-
sustainable scenario. At instant 36, Fig. 9(a) underlines the
start of a sequence of CPU overload, while Fig. 9(b) reports
the corresponding increase of missed deadlines. At instant 71,
the missed deadlines cross the threshold and the cluster-level
monitor starts the eviction process. The RT container of the
CPU-intensive task was selected for eviction as it had the highest
CPU utilization. In the following time instants, Fig. 9(a) and (b),
depict the decrease of both CPU usage and missed deadlines.
Meanwhile, the RT container of the CPU-intensive task was
sent back to the scheduling queue and restarted on the server, as
it is the only other node of the cluster with RT support.

During the eviction phase, the victim container is immediately
killed and restarted on a different node. This results in the evicted
task experiencing downtime due to the required cold-starting on
the new node. RT-Kube migrates noncritical or less-critical tasks
that steal resources to higher criticality tasks in devices where
temporal violations are observed. In our system, all container
images are already downloaded onto permanent storage for all
nodes to avoid unpredictable network latency. This is possible
thanks to the proposed multi, smaller, and modular container
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Fig. 9. Real-time monitoring on the Robotnik RB-Kairos. (a) CPU usage with
the RT tasks for the Jetson Xavier on the Robotnik RB-Kairos. (b) Missed
deadlines for the RT tasks for the Jetson Xavier on the Robotnik RB-Kairos.

organization of the software. With this configuration, the down-
time is in average less than one second (less than 3 s in the worst
case). Since it involves only “less-critical tasks,” it is acceptable
and does not involve any disruption.

VI. CONCLUSION

In recent years, the adoption of containerization and Ku-
bernetes orchestration in resource-constrained edge computing
environments has gained significant attention. This trend is not
limited to RT computing systems but extends to domains, such as
robotics and CPSs, where the complexity of AI-based software
on modern autonomous platforms continues to grow. This article
delved into this subject within the context of autonomous mobile
robots, characterized by the deployment of mixed-criticality
tasks across an edge-cloud computing architecture. It intro-
duced an orchestration platform called RT-Kube designed for
MCSs, which extends the capabilities of standard Kubernetes to
seamlessly support RT containers. Through experimental results
on synthetic benchmarks and a real case of study, the article
shows that the container overhead, when deploying RT tasks on
off-the-shelf embedded systems, is negligible. It also showed
that RT-Kube can reduce the number of missed deadlines when
deploying RT tasks by upto 50% compared to the standard
Kubernetes scheduler, achieving improved reliability. It imple-
ments monitoring of potential deadline overruns with a 90-ms
response time on average (400-ms worst case) and reduces the
total number of missed deadlines by an order of magnitude,

ensuring robust RT performance within Kubernetes-based edge-
cloud environments.
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